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Introduction. Let R be an integral noetherian domain with field of quotients K.
Let S be a semi-simple X-algebra with finite dimension over X. By an order
over R we mean a subring A in S such that A is a finitely generated R-module
which spans E over X, and that A contains the identity element in S.
A ring A will be called hereditary if every left and right ideal in A is A-projective.
In the paper of Auslander and Goldman [3], they have obtained the following
fact : Let R be a discrete, rank one valuation ring, and E a central simple Xalgebra; then A is maximal if and only if A is hereditary and the radical of A
is a unique maximal ideal in A (see Corollary 3.5). Furthermore, they have given
a nonmaximal hereditary order in which there are two maximal two-sided ideals
and over which there are two maximal orders (cf. [9]).
This fact suggests that there are some relations between maximal orders containing A and maximal two-sided ideals.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate such a relationship and to give
analogous properties of hereditary orders over a Dedekind domain to classical
properties of maximal orders.
In §1, we give a fundamental theorem: There is a one-to-one correspondence
between orders containing an hereditary order A and idempotent ideals in A.
Using this fact, we shall reduce, in §2, problems to the case where R is a Dedekind
domain and E is a central simple X-algebra.
In §§3, 4, 5, and 6, we study hereditary orders over a discrete, rank one valuation ring. We shall give a complete description of orders containing an hereditary order A, and some relations of orders containing A. Furthermore, we see
that the associated division rings of simple components of A/TV do depend only
on E, not on A, where N is the radical of A. We shall consider in §5 some criteria
of hereditary order.

In §6, we consider a group structure of two-sided ideals with respect to A
and in §7, generalizing the above results to the case of a Dedekind ring, we obtain
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that the set of inversible two-sided ideals with respect to A is an abelian group
which is a direct product of cyclic group.
Some of our results are already given in [1; 2; 3; 10].
1. Fundamental theorem in an hereditary order. Throughout this section,
R stands for a commutative noetherian domain, and K its quotient field, unless
stated to the contrary.
Let S be a semi-simple X-algebra with finite dimension over K. By an order
over R we mean a subring A such that A is a finitely generated R-module containing the identity element in Z, which spans S over K. Hence, A contains a
X-basis of 2 and A is a left and right noetherian ring.
Let A], and A2 be orders in 2. Then subset C^iAy) in 2 consisting of all elements x in S such that Atx £ A2 is a left At- and right A2-module. We call
Ca2(Ai) the (right) conductor of A, with respect to A2. Similarly, we can define
the left conductor and we shall denote it by DA2iAy). If we fix A2, then we denote

briefly CA2(At) by C(At). We shall use frequently the following well-known
result (Lemma 1.1) in this paper and so we recall the definition of trace ideal.
Let S be any ring and E a finitely generated left S-module. By the trace mapping
x of E we mean the two-sided S-homomorphism of E ®rHoms(£,S)(2) to S by
setting r(e ®/) =/(e), where T= Homs(£,£), eeE and fe Homs(£,S). Then
the image ts(£) is the two-sided ideal generated by the image of/ where/runs
through all elements in Homs(£,S). Therefore, we obtain
= Homs(£,Ts(£)). We call ts(£) the trace ideal of £.
The following lemma is given in [3, Appendix]:

that Homs(£,S)

Lemma 1.1. Let S be a ring and E a finitely generated left S-module. Let
T = Homs(£,£).
Then (1) // ts(£) = S, E is a finitely generated projective
T-module and S = Homr(£,£).
(2) If E is a finitely generated projective S-

module, then ts(£)£ = £ and tt(£) = T.

Lemma 1.2. Let Ax 3 A2 be orders in 2 and let Ey and E2 be left Ay-modules
such that E2 is R-torsion free. Then we have HomAl(£!,£2)

= HoraA2(£1,£2).

Proof. It is clear that HomAl(£1,£2) ç HomA,(£1,£2). By the definition of
an order, we can find an element r ^ 0 in R such that r A ys A2. For fe HomA2(£1,£2),

ey e Ey and XyeAb we have that firXy e/) = rfiXye/), and firXye/) = rXyfiet).
Since £2 is R-torsion free, fiXyey) = Xyfiey).
Lemma 1.3. Let A <zzr be orders and £ a finitely generated left T-module
and R-torsion free. If E is A-projective, then E is T-projective.
(2) For a left (right) S-module E, every element of a ring of endomorphism of E as a left
(right) S-module operates on E from the right (left) side.
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We have the following commutative diagram:
HomA(£,A)®£

-^>

HomA(£,£)

i®/

Homr(E,r)®£

¿'

-^

Hom/(£,£)

where i' is the identity mapping by Lemma 1.2 and i : HomA(E,A) -> HomA(£,A)
= Homr(£,r), and i/fA(/®e)(e') =/(e')e,/eHomA(£,A)
and e, e'e£. By assumption and [5, p. 123, Proposition 3.1], i/^Ais epimorphic, and hence \¡/r is
epimorphic, which implies £ is T-projective.
Corollary
1.4. Let A be an hereditary
taining A is also hereditary.

order in 2. Then every order con-

Proof. Since there exists an element r # 0 in R such that Fr ç A, every left
(right) ideal in F is A-isomorphic to a left (right) ideal in A. Hence, F is hereditary.
Lemma 1.5. Let S be any ring and A a two-sided ideal in S such that A
is left A-projective. Then(3) x's(A) = A if and only if A is idempotent, i.e.,
A2 = A.

Proof. If xls(A)= A, then by assumption, we have A = x's(A)A=A2 by
Lemma 1.1. Conversely, if A = A2, then for any element / in Homls(A,S), we

have f(A) =f(AA) = Af(A) ç A, which means x's(A)ç A. It is clear for any
ideal A that xls(A)3 A.
From now on, when we fix an order A, then an ideal A means a fractional
two-sided ideal with respect to A, namely A is a two-sided A-module in 2 such
that AK = 2 and Arc A for some r # 0 in R.
Let A be an ideal in an order A in 2. Then Homrx(A,A) = {x | e 2, xAç A}

and we shall denote it by EndA(A). Since A is a faithful A-module, EndrA(A)
is an order containing A.

Proposition 1.6. Let A be an order over R in the semi-simple K-algebra 2,
and A an ideal in A. Then, (1) C(EndrA(A))2 x^(A). If A is right A-projective,
then C(Endrx(A))= x'A(A)■
(2)C(F) = xj,(C(F)) for any order F containing A. If
F is left A-projective,

then C(F) is right A-projective.

Furthermore,

if C(F) is

idempotent, then Endr(C(r)) = F.
Proof. (1) We can easily see by the same method as in the proof of Lemma 1.2
that C(EndA(/l)) =>x[(A). If A is right A-projective, then we have an isomorphism

^:¿®AHomAC4,A)->HomA(HomA04,,4),A) by setting ^

®f)g =f(g(a)),

where fe HomA04,A), g e HomA(yi,yi), and a e A. However, the right side is
(3) Let F be functor of a category of left (right) A-modules to a category. We denote F( )
by Fl( ) (F ( )) if there is ambiguity.
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equal to C(EndrA(A)), and for oeC(Endrx(A)), ij/~1(o) = Za^f

and o = Io
= i/<Ea, ®f)(I) = zZf^exj^A), where / is the identity in EndA(4) £ E.
(2) Since C(r) is a left T-module, we have EndA(C(r)) 2 T, and hence,
C(T) £ x'A(C(V)g C(EndA(C(r))) £ C(r). It is clear that C(r) is isomorphic to
HomA(r, A) as a two-sided A-module. Hence, C(r) is a right projective A-module
if F is left A-projective. Furthermore, we assume that C(r) is idempotent. Then

HomA(C(r),C(r)) = HomA(C(r),A) = HomA(HomA(r,A),A). Since V is left Aprojective, HomA(HomA(r, A),A) x HomA(A,A) ®A r x T. Hence, we have
T = EndA(C(r)) as above.
We shall call briefly an hereditary order an «-order.
Summarizing the above results, we have
Theorem 1.7. Let R be a commutative noetherian domain with field of
quotients X. Let A be an h-order over R in the semi-simple K-algebra E. Then
every order containing A is also an h-order, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between two-sided idenpotent ideals A in A and orders V containing A

as follows:

T = EndA(¿), A = C(r),
Tx 2 r2 if and only if C(VX)£ C(r2), and
Ax 2 A2 if and only if EndA(Ax)£ EndA(.42).
We close this section with the following proposition :

Proposition 1.8. Let A be an order in E, and A an ideal in A such that A
is left A-projective. If x'n(A)= Cifor Q.= EndAL4), then we have Q.xA(A)Q.
= Q.
Proof. Since A is a finitely generated projective left A-module, we have an
isomorphism <j>:VfomK(A,A) ® A£2-> Horn ¿(Q ® xA,ii) by setting <j>(f®co)((o' ®a)
= (a'f(a)œ, where/e HomA(^4,A); co, co'eQ, (since for Xe A, 4>(fX ®co)(co' ®a)
= œ'(fX)(a)co = œ'f(a)Xœ = 4>(f ®Xco)(co' ®a)). Hence, by the definition of
trace ideal, we have x^Ci ®AA) = QxlA(A)Q.Furthermore, from the natural epimorphism : Q ®AA -» A -> 0, we obtain that £i = x^(A) £ x'n(Ci®AA) = CixA(A)Í2
£ Í2.

Corollary

1.9. Let A be an order and A an idempotent ideal in A which

is left and right A-projective. If A # A, then EndAG4)(EndA(A)) does not contain
EndlA(A)(EndAG4)).
Proof. Let Tx = End\(A), and T2 = EndlK(A).We assume Tx £ V2. Then we
have, by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.5 and Proposition 1.8, we have Tx = TxxA(A)Vx= ATX

£ ^4r2 = A £A. Hence, A = A.
2. The center of an /¡-order. The purpose of this section is to show that an
«-order in a semi-simple algebra E is the direct sum of «-orders in simple components of E, whose centers are Dedekind domains.
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Let R he a commutative noetherian domain with field of quotients K, and
let A be an n-order in the semi-simple X-algebra 2. As a preliminary to the main
theorem in this section, we make the following observation.

Let A be an ideal in A and let At = EndAG4),and A2 = EndA(/4). Then we
have, by Lemma 1.1, tAiG4) = At, and ta?04) = A2. By A"1 we mean the subset = {x | e 2, xA s A2} = {x | e 2, AxA s A} = {x | e 2, As S Aj}. It is clear
that A'1 is left A2- and right A y-ideal in 2. Then by the definition of trace ideal,
we have that Aj = rAl(/4) = AA~l and A2 = x\2iA) = A~y A. Consequently,
have A2 = iA~1A)iA~1A) = A~1A1A.

we

Lemma 2.1. Let A be an h-order in 2, and a central element in 2. // the
ring A[a] generated by A and a is an order, then a is contained in A.

Proof. Let C = C(A[a]). Then we have, by Theorem 1.7, A[a] = EndA(C).Put
T = EndA(C). By the above observation, r = C_1A[a]C. However, since a is
central, C_1A[a]C 3 a, which implies that T^A[a].
Hence, by Corollary 1.9,

we have C = A, and hence, A[a] = A.
Proposition 2.2. Let 2 = 2ex © 2e2© ••• © 2e„ be the simple decomposition
of 2. Then for any h-order A, we obtain that A = Aet © ••• © Ae„, and that
Ae¡ is an h-order in 2e¡ and the center of Ae¡ is integrally closed over Re{.
Proof. It is clear that A[e¡] is a finitely generated R-module, and hence, e¡ e A.
Therefore, we have A = Ae¡© — © Ae„, and Ae¡ is an n-order over Re¡ in 2e¡.
The second half is also clear.
By virtue of this proposition, we may assume that 2 is a central simple
X-algebra. Thus, from now on we always assume that 2 is central simple.
The essential part of the following lemma is known (cf. [2, Theorem 6.34]),
but we give the proof for the sake of completeness.
Lemma 2.3.

Let A be an hereditary,

maximal

order in 2. Then the center

R of A is a Dedekind domain.
Proof. First, we shall show that every nonzero prime ideal P in A is maximal.
Since A is maximal, we have, by Corollary 1.9, xlKiA)= x\iA) = A and

EndA04) = EndA(^4)= A for every ideal A in A. Hence, A = AA~x by the above
observation. If P ^ A cz A, then B = A"1P is an ideal in A, and P = AB. Since P
is prime and A^P, B = A~lP ç P which implies A~l ç. A and A = AA~l
ç AA = A. Let p be a prime ideal in R, and let Ap = A ® Rp. Let M' be a maximal
ideal in Ap, and M = M' n A # (0). Then M is prime in A, and hence M is
maximal. On the other hand, M' contains pAp. Hence, M O R = M' r>iRpr>R=p.
Let q be a prime ideal containing p in R. Since M is maximal in A and M O (R —a)
= cb, M ®Rq is maximal in A,. Hence, we have p = M r\R —iM ®R,) n A
n R = qRq nR = q as above. Therefore, the rank of R does not exceed one.
By Proposition 2.2, R is integrally closed and hence, R is a Dedekind domain.
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Lemma 2.4. Let R be a semi-local noetherian ring. Let S be an R-algebra
which is finitely generated as an R-module. Then for any two-sided idempotent

ideal A in S, we have A =O„04 4- N)", where N is the radical of S. Consequently, for two-sided idempotent

only ifA + NçB

ideals A and B, we have that A ç B if and

+ N.

Proof. Let m be the radical of R. Since S is R-finitely generated, N 2 mS
and N'ç mS for some integer t. Let C —A + N. Then we can easily see that

C" = A + Nn. Hence, f]nC =f)n (A + Nn) = (~)n(A + (mS)"). Therefore, we
have, by Artin-Rees theorem (see [11, p. 262, Theorem 9]), A =Ç]„(A + (mS)n).

Corollary
2.5. Let A be an h-order in the central simple K-algebra 2. If
the center of A is semi-local, then there is only a finite number of orders containing A in 2. Consequently, there exists a maximal order containing A in 2.
Proof.

Since A/N is semi-simple, it is clear by Theorem 1.7 and Lemma 2.4.

Theorem 2.6. Let A be an h-order in the central simple K-algebra
the center R of A is a Dedekind domain.

2. Then

Proof. First, we assume that R is local. Then there exists, by Corollary 2.5,
a maximal order A containing F. Then F nK contains R and it is a finitely generated R-module. However, R is integrally closed by Proposition 2.2. Hence, R is
a Dedekind domain by Corollary 1.4 and Lemma 2.3. By the usual localization
process, we have proved the theorem.
Corollary
2.7. Let A be an h-order over a noetherian domain R in 2. Then
A is R-projective if and only if R is integrally closed in K.

Proof. If R is integrally closed, then R is a Dedekind domain. Hence, A
is R-projective by [5, p. 133, Proposition 4.2]. Conversely, let A be R-projective.
Since A is a projective module over the center Z of A, Z is a direct summand
of A as Z-module by [4, p. 371]. Hence, Z is R-projective. Since Z and R have

the same quotient field K, Z = R.
3. Orders containing an n-order over a valuation ring. By virtue of Theorem
2.6, we may assume that the base ring R of an n-order in the central simple
R-algebra 2 is a Dedekind domain. Thus, throughout the rest of the paper, we
consider n-orders over a Dedekind domain R, unless otherwise stated.
The main purpose of this section is to give the complete description of orders
containing a fixed n-order over a discrete rank one valuation ring.
Proposition 3.1.
TZien we have:

Let A be an h-order over a Dedekind domain R in 2.
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(1) Let A2 2 Ax be orders containing
CAl(A2)

.
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A in 2, then CiAy)Ay = Ax and

C(A2)AX.

(2) For any idempotent ideals A and B in A, we have EndA(/l) O EndA(ß)
= EndrAiA+ B). Furthermore,
the ring EndA(^4)U EndA(B) generated by
EndA04) and EndA(B) in A is an order if and only if (/IB)" is idempotent for
some integer n. In this case, we have EndA(/l) U EndA(B) = EndA((/lB)").

Proof. (1) By Propositions 1.6 and 1.8, we have Ax = A1C(A1)A1= CiAy)Ay.
It is clear that C(A2)A1gCA,(A2) and that CAl(A2)C(A!) £ C(A2). Hence,
CAl(A2) =CAl(A2)C(A1)A1

£ C(A2)A,.

(2) Let A and B be idempotent in A. Since iA + B)2 = A + B, End(^) n End(B)
2 End(A + B) by Theorem 1.7. However, it is clear that End(/1) n End(B)
2 EndiA + B). Consequently, End(v4)n End(B) = End(^ + B). Let T be an
order containing End(/1) and End(B). Then C(T) is contained in An B. Furthermore, since C(r) is idempotent, C(r) is contained in (/IB)" for any n. Therefore,
(/IB)1 is idempotent for some t, since A/QF) satisfies the minimal condition.

Thus, we have T 2 End(G4B)')2 End(/l)U End(B),which impliesthat End(^)u
End(B) = End((/1B)'). The converse is clear.
We shall reduce, in §7, the problems to the case where R is a semi-local ring,
and so we first study n-orders over a discrete valuation ring.
In the rest of this section, we always assume that R is a discrete rank one
valuation

ring.

Lemma 3.2. Let A be an order in 2. Then for every ideal A properly containing the radical N of A, there exists a unique idempotent ideal /(/I) such
that A = ¡iA) + N. Furthermore,
if A 2 B for ideals properly containing N,

then IiA) 2 /(B).
Proof. Let Ê and A be completions of R and A with respect to the maximal
ideal in R, respectively. Since R is a discrete, rank one valuation ring, Ä is a
local domain of rank one. Let K he the quotient field of R. Then 2 = 2 ®K£
2 A = A ®R R, and hence, A is an order in the central simple /^-algebra 2.

Furthermore, we have that JV= JV® R is the radical of A and that A/Ñ x A/JV.
Let A he an ideal properly containing JVin A ; then Â = A ® R contains properly
A?.Since A/JV is a semi-simple ring with the minimal condition, Â has an element
a such that a 7a 0mod JV and a2 = a modJV. However, since A is a completion
with respect to JV,we can find an idempotent element e in A such that a = e mod Ñ
by [8, Theorem A]. Since AeA is a nonzero ideal in A, A/AeA satisfies the minimal
condition. Hence, /î'is idempotent for some integer t, since Â contains the idempotent ideal AeA. Therefore, A' is idempotent by the property of completion.
It is clear that A = A' + JV. The second half is an immediate consequence of

Lemma 3.2.
From Theorem 1.7, Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have
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Theorem 3.3. Let R be a discrete, rank one valuation ring with field of
quotients X. Let A be an h-order in the central simple K-algebra E. Let n
be the number of maximal two-sided ideals in A. Then we have:
(1) There exist precisely n maximal orders A¡ containing A and n minimal^)
orders T¡ containing A.
(2) Every order Q properly containing A is uniquely written by the form

Q = P|J= iAi; = yjlZ\ rjk, and A =f}ï=1Ai. Consequently, the number of orders
containing A is equal to 2" — 1, and the number of maximal

two-sided ideals in

Çi = rYj=xAil is equal to r.
Corollary
3.4. Maximal
the dimension of E over X.

lengths of chain for h-orders in £ do not exceed

Corollary
3.5. Let A be an order as above. Then A is maximal if and only
if the radical of A is a unique maximal two-sided ideal in A, and A is an

h-order (cf. [3, Theorem 2.3]).
If A is maximal, then the radical N is inversible (see [6, p. 74, Satz 9]) and
hence, N is A-projective. Thus, the corollary is true by the following result [3,

p. 4, Theorem 2.2].
Lemma 3.6. Let R be a local noetherian ring and A an R-algebra such
that A is a finitely generated R-module. If the radical N of A is a projective
left A-module, then A is hereditary.
Furthermore,
if the completion of R
with respect to the maximal ideal is an integral domain and A is R-torsion
free, then for any finitely generated left A-module E, we have that E is A-projective if and only if E is R-torsion free.

Proof. Let A, R be completions of A and R with respect to the maximal
ideal in R. Then by the usual argument (cf. [5, p. 129, Exercise 11]), we have

gl.dimA ^ gl.dim.A. By [7, Theorem 11], gl.dimA= gl.dimÑ + 1 = 1, since
Ñ = N ®RR is A-projective. Hence, A is hereditary. Next, we assume that R
is an integral domain, and that E is R-torsion free. In order to prove that E is
A-projective, it is sufficient to show that Ê = E ®R È is A-projective. Hence, we
may assume that R is complete. Let 0->X-»P->£->0bea
minimal resolution.

Then ToxAx(A/N,E)
x A/N ®AK = K/NK. Since A is hereditary, Tor$(A/N,E)
is R-torsion free. Therefore, K/NK = 0, which implies that X = (0).
If A is maximal, then for every finitely generated projective A-module E, we
have ta(£) = A by [3, Proposition 3.10]. Conversely:

Proposition 3.7. Let R be a complete, discrete rank one valuation ring with
field of quotients X. Let A be an h-order in E. If there exists an indecomposable
projective A-module E such that xA(E) = A, then A is maximal.
(4) By a minimal order we mean an order T containing A such that if T 2 £í _¿ A for an

order Í2, then T = ÍÍ.
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Proof. Since £ is indecomposable, £ ®RK is, by [3, Proposition 2.8], isomorphic to a simple left ideal in 2 = A„, where A is the associated division ring
of 2. Hence, Í2 = HomA(£,£) is an order over R in A. By Lemma 3.6 and [3,
Theorem A.5], Q. is hereditary. If Q is not maximal, then there exist at least two
maximal orders in A by Theorem 3.3, which contradicts [3, p. 14, Corollary].
Hence, A is maximal by [3, Theorem 3.6].
Remark 1. Proposition 3.7 is not true in general unless R is complete; cf. [9].
Remark 2. By virtue of Theorem 3.3, every n-order is written by the intersection of a finite number of maximal orders. However, the intersection of two
maximal orders, in general, is not an ñ-order. For example, let R be integers
and K rationals. Let 2 be a matrix ring over K with degree two. A subring A
in 2 which is a matrix ring over R2 with degree two is a maximal order in 2.
We take a regular element t„ = l/2"e1;1 4- e21 4- 2"e2>2,where the ej/s are matrix
units. Then O.nL.Qt;1 = R2fi>1 +22nR2fya + R/2>1 4- R/2>2,' where ftJ
= t„e,jt~1. There exists an order R2/lil 4- 2R2fX2 + R2/2>1 + R2./2)2 between
tnQt~1 and Q O tnQt~1, and hence, Q O tnQt~1 is not hereditary for any nTtl.
4. Relations between /¡-orders over a valuation ring. Let R be a Dedekind
domain with field of quotients K and 2 the central simple R-algebra. For two
orders Aj and A2 in 2, we say that Ax and A2 belong to the same type through
C if there exists a left A,- and right A2-ideal C in 2 such that EndAl(C) = A2
and EndrAz(C) = Ax (notation (Al5 C, A2)); cf. [1]. It is clear that two maximal
orders belong to the same type through the conductor.
Furthermore, if Ax and A2 are Zi-orders, then we have by Lemma 1.1 that
Ai =tAi(C) = CC_1 and A2 = tA2(C) = C_1C and hence, A2=C"1A1C.
It is clear that in the category of /¡-orders the relation of the same type is reflexible and transitive.

Proposition

4.1.

Let R be a Dedekind domain and let Ax and A2 belong

to the same type. If Ax is maximal, then A2 is maximal. If Ax and A2 are horders, then there is a one-to-one correspondence between ideals Ax in Ax and

ideals A2 in A2 by the mapping Ax -+C~1AXC and A2 -* CA2C~1which preserves inclusion and multiplication
of ideals (cf. [3, Theorem A.5; 6, p. 75,

Satz 12]).
Proof. The second half is clear from the above observation. By [3, p. 2,
Corollary and Lemma 2.4], we may restrict ourselves to the case where R is
a local ring. Since Ax is maximal, xAl(C) = Ax by [3, Proposition 3.10]. Hence,

A2 is maximal by Corollary 3.5 and [3, Theorem A.5].
Proposition 4.2. Let A be an h-order over a Dedekind domain R in 2. Let
Q., be orders containing A (i = 1,2, ••-,()• F/(Ql5 Ct, Q2) (Q.2,C2,il3), ■•■,(Qt,C„Qx)
belong to the same type, then there is no order in 2 containing all the Q,'s,
where C, = CA(fi¡).
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We assume that there exists an order T containing all the Í2¡ 's. Then

C(r)£p|;C;.
Since C(r) is idempotent, there exists an integer r such
that B = (CyC2 •■•CtYis idempotent. Then we have, by Proposition 3.1, Qt
U Q2 u ••• u Qt = EndA(B). On the other hand, by interchanging left and
right, we obtain by Proposition 1.6 that Q2 U Q3 U — U Q,U P^ =EndA(B)
as above, which is a contradiction to Corollary 1.9.
Theorem 4.3. Let R be a discrete, rank one valuation ring with field of
quotients K. Let A be an h-order in 2. Then two orders Qt and Q2 containing
A belong to the same type if and only if £ît and Q2 have the same number of

maximal ideals.
Proof. If 0-! and Q2 belong to the same type, then they have the same number
of maximal ideals by Proposition 4.1. Conversely, if Qt and Q2 have the same

number of maximal ideals, then Qy =Uj =iFíj and Q2 =[Jí=yTk¡

by Theorem

3.3, where the T's are minimal orders containing A. First we shall show that
every minimal order belongs to the same type. Let {rx,—,r„} be the set of
minimal orders containing A. Let Cy = CfJTj); then we have, by Theorem
1.7, that Ty = EndA(Cx). Furthermore, EndA(Ci) is a minimal order by Proposition 4.1, say T2 = EndÁ(Ct). Then rx and T2 belong to the same type. Again
from the conductor C2 = C(r2), we obtain the same type (r2,C2,r3). Repeating
this argument, we may have a set of minimal orders r¡ such that (r1,C1,r2),
(r2,C2,r3), •••,(rt,C(,r1). If t < n, then|jí=1 rf is an order in 2 by Theorem 3.3.
Therefore, t = n by Proposition 4.2. Thus we have proved the theorem for r = 1.

We assume that r ^ 2, and T =\J^1Tij

=U'=ir*,> t < r and that rip ^ Tkgif

p,q> t. We consider Q = T uTkt +, u^^U-U
rir. Then Qt and Q are
minimal orders containing Tu rJt+2U— urjr. Hence, they belong to the same
type of the above argument. Therefore, by using the induction on r, we have
proved that C^ and Q2 belong to the same type.
In the rest of this section, we shall consider associated division ring of simple
components of A/JV, where JVis the radical of A.

Proposition 4.4. Let Qj and Q2 be h-orders with radicals Ny and JV2 respectively, which belong to the same type through A. Then we have an isomorphism

Qy/Ny to Uomra2lN,iA/AN2,A/AN2) by the natural
division rings of Qy/Ny andQ2/N2 are isomorphic.
Proof.

mapping.

The associated

Let m be the maximal ideal in R. Since A is Q2-projective, we have

QL/mQy = Komrn2iA,A)®RR/m = Kom^^^A/mA^/mA).

Qi = Qi/mQiii = \,2)

are semi-primary rings with radical NJmQ-, and Ä = A/mA is P_2-projective. Let
Q2 = £"=i Zfl'i ^i,j^2 De a decomposition of indecomposable components. Then

by [7, Corollary 4], A = £¡=i Ejl'l e;jf22. It is clear that the images of elements
in Hom^2(^,Q2)

are contained

in

~Lr=iei,j^2 + ¿^¡=m+iei,kN2- However,

Xn2iA) = Q2 implies t^2(/Í) = Q2. Hence, we have n = m. Furthermore,

we have
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a natural homomorphism <pof Hom^2(/î,^) to Homn2/Jy2(y4/^"iV2,^i/^Af2).Since
Ä/ÄN2 = S"=i Z"=\e¡jQ2/N2,
we can easily see that (j>is epimorphic. On the
other hand, since Homn2/JV2(/l//liV2,.4//lN2) is semi-simple, we have qTl (0) 2 Ñx.
Therefore, from the facts that n —m and that the number of simple components
of Qx/Nx and ii2/N2 are same by Proposition 4.1, we have <b~1(0)= Ñx.
Corollary
4.5. Let Ax and A2 be h-orders such that every simple components of Aj/JVj is a matrix ring with same degree « (cf. [9]). Then Ax and A2
belong to the same type if and only if Ax and A2 are isomorphic by an innerautomorphism.
For any ideal A in Ax, we have that xAl(A) = Ax if and only
if A is principal as a left (right) Ax-module. Consequently, every maximal
order is isomorphic by an inner-automorphism,
and every one-sided ideal is

principal (cf. [3, Proposition 3.5]).
Proof. If Aj = aA2a_1 for some element a in E, then Ax and A2 belong to
the same type through A^ = aA2. Conversely, we assume that Ax and A2 belong
to the same type through A. Then Ax/NxxHomA2/N2(A/AN2,A/AN2)
by the

proposition. Let A/mA= Z[=i T>j=\e¡jA2/A2m; then At/NiX

£¡=i ®(A¡)p(¡).

Hence, by assumption, we have p(i') = n for all /. Therefore, A/mA is isomorphic
to A2/mA2 as a right A2-module, which implies that A is a principal ideal, namely
A = ocA2.Thus, Ax = HomrA2(aA2,aA2) = aA2a-1. Let B be an ideal in Ax. If
tAi(B) = Aj, then EndAl(B) and Ax belong to the same type by Lemma 1.1.
Therefore, EndAl(B) = Al5 and B is principal. Let Qx and Q2 be maximal orders
and C = Cçi/tCii). Since [Qx/miix : R/m] = [í22/mí22 : R/m] = [E : X], and
Çïx/Nx x Uomra2lN2(C/CN2, C/CN2), Qx/Nx xAnx

£i2/N2.

Theorem 4.6. For any h-order A in E, the associated division rings of simple
components of A/R(A) are isomorphic to a division ring which does not depend

on A. Let ii 2 A be h-orders such that £i/R(ÇÏ)x £?= i © A„(i) and A/R(A)
x S¡=i©Am(¡).

Then

there

is a one-to-one

mapping

n of {1,2, ■••,s}

into

{1,2, -•■,r} such that n(i) 2; m(n(i)) and this inequality is not equal for some j,
where R( ) means the radical of ring.

Proof.

We use the same notations

as in the proof of Proposition

4.4. Let

C = C(Q) and Q/R(ß) x (Ax(Si))n(X)
© - + (As(Si))n(s),and A/R(A) x (A,(A))m(1)
+ ...©(AS(A)),„(J)© ... © (A,(A))m(f).C -IE,,
Zpií\emj A and C/CN
= Z¡=i Hjí\e„(¡) jA/N,

where N = R(A). Then we have a natural epimorphism

tp of Q = HomA(C, C) to HomA/Ay(c7CiV,
C/CN) and <p~ \0) 2 R(fi) (cf. the proof
of Proposition 4.5). Since C/CN is A/A-module, we have ££1 í^\emjA/N

= C + N/N®CnN/CN='E¡=í1Ljí1eiijA/N®CnN/CN

by Theorem 3.3,

where we assume that C + N/Nx £¡=1 © (Af(A))m(i). Hence, s'^. s. On the
other hand, HomA/JV(C/CN, C/CN) has s' simple components, and hence we

obtain that s = s' and (¡Tl(0) = R(d). Therefore, n(i) ^ m(n(i)) and A¡(Si)x An(i)(A).
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By Theorem 3.3, each simple component (A,(A))m{l)of A/A/ corresponds to a
maximal order Q containing A such that (C(Q) + N)/N x (A¡(A))m(i). Hence,
every associated division ring A¡(A) is isomorphic to that of Q/R(Q), which does

not depend on A by Corollary 4.5. Finally, if we show that C n N/CN =£(0) for
Q t^ A, then we complete the proof. From an exact sequence: 0 -» C -» A-+A/C -* 0,

we have TorA(A,A/N) -+ TorA(A/C, A/N)-*C ®AA/AT- A/N. Hence, C n N/CN
xFor'A(A/C,A/N). If TorA(A/C,A/N) = 0, then TorA'(A/C,Á/C) = 0 by the
usual argument, where A means a completion with respect to the maximal ideal
of R. Hence, A/C is A-projective by [7, Theorem 11]. Therefore, we have C = A

which implies C = A.
5.

Criteria of /¡-orders. In this section we shall show the converse of Theo-

rem 3.3.
Lemma 5.1. Let A be an order in 2 and il a maximal order containing
If Q. is left A-projective, then C(fi) is a minimal idempotent ideal in A.

A.

Proof. C = C(Q) is left Q-projective, and hence, A-projective. By Proposition 1.6, ta(C) = C. Hence, C is idempotent by Lemma 1.5. Let C0 be an idempotent ideal contained in C. Then EndA(C0) = £2. Therefore, C0 is left Aprojective. Thus, C0 = C(Endr(C0)) = C by Theorem 1.7.
Lemma 5.2.

Let C be a maximal

idempotent ideal in an order A such that

EndA(C) ^ A. Then EndA(M) i= A for the maximal ideal M containing C.
Proof.

Let Six = End^(M) and Í2 = EndA(C). We have, by Lemma

3.2,

M" = C for some n. We assume Qx = A. We consider the following two cases:

(1) xA(M) - A, (2) x\(M) = M.
Case 1. If ta(M) = A, then we have MM;1 = M,~1M = A, where Mr_1
= {x|e2, Mx S A}, and M,~1= {x]e2, xMçA). Hence, M is inversible, which
implies that C is also inversible. However, C is an idempotent ideal ^ A. Therefore, ta(M) # A, and hence, xlA(M)= M. By assumptions Clx = A and ta(M) = M,

M is left A-projective. Hence, M —x\(M)M = M2 by Lemma 1.1. Thus M = C,
which is a contradiction to Q ^ A.
Case 2. Since M" - C, there exists an integer i ^ 2 such that Ml_1 =C, and

Ml=C. A 2 £ÎC = ÇlMi~1M. Since x{(M) = M, we have QM^^çM.
Hence,
QMi_1 ç EndA(M) = A, which implies M i~1çC. Thus, we know Qx =tA.
Theorem 5.3. Let R be a discrete rank one valuation ring with field of quotients K. Let A be an order over R in the central simple K-algebra 2, such that
A/N has n simple components. We assume that every maximal order (2 A) is
left A-projective.

If

there

exists

a

maximal

chain of orders A, containing

A(AX=>A2 3 ••• =>A„ = A) such that every A, is left A-projective and A, has
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two-sided ideals, then A is hereditary,

and the radical

of A is inversible.
Proof. We shall prove the theorem by induction on n. If n = 1, then A is
maximal and hence, A is hereditary. We assume that the theorem is true for
order with n — 1 maximal ideals. Let A be an order as in the theorem.
Then An_t satisfies the conditions in the theorem by Lemma 1.3. Hence,

A„_! is hereditary. We denote A„_t by Ty. Let {Q^Qj,•••,fi„_1}

be the set of

maximal orders containing F y and D¡ = CA(Í2¿).Then the D¡'s are minimal idem-

potent and left A-projective. Let C1=C(T1); then Cy = Z"= í D¡, and
Ty = EndAiCy) by Proposition 1.6. Furthermore, C1r1 is idempotent in Ty and

EndrriiCyTy)sP|iEndr\(£T'1) =n¡íí¡ = IV Since IV is hereditary, CyTy»I*,.
Therefore, x^iCy) = Ty. Let T2 = EndA(C). Then T2 is also hereditary by [3,
Theorem A.5], and T2 has n - 1 maximal ideals. Let {Qi,0_2,—,Q¿-i} be the
set of maximal orders containing T2 and D[ = C(Q-). Since A/JV has n simple
components and the D/s and the D'/s are minimal idempotent in A, we may
assume that Q¡ = Q[ for i ^ n — 2 and Q!,Q2> •■•>^n-i>^n = ^'n-i

are the set

of maximal orders containing A. Since C2 = C(r2) 2 Dy + D2 + — + £>„_2
+ D„,C2 = /(C2) + N = Dy + — + Dn-2 + Dn by Lemma 3.2. Furthermore,

I" = EndA(C2)2 EndA(C2)2 T2 and T' efp^-iA
= T2. Repeating this argument, we have the following set of n-orders r¡:iry,Cy,T2),
(r2,C2,r3), —,
(r¡, C¡,r¡+1) and the C,'s are maximal idempotent ideals. Let DCTj) be the left
conductor of Ty, then £>(r,.)= C¡.v Hence, /(D(ry)) = C,_x. If Ti+1 = T/+1 for
; < i, then C} = /(ß(rj+1)) = /(Dir,)) = C„ and hence, r, = EndA(C7)= EndA(0
= r¡. Therefore, we assume r¡+1 = Ty. By using the same argument as the proof
of Theorem 4.3, we shall show that i = n. If i <n, there exists a maximal
order Q containing all the r¡'s by the construction of r¡. Hence, C(Q) is contained
in the idempotent ideal B = /(Cx ••• C¡). Let A = EndA(B); then As^U^
U — U r;. Since Ty is left A-projective and hereditary, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between orders A' containing Tt and idempotent ideals contained
in C. Hence, we have EndA(B) = Ty u T2 u ••• u T,. It is clear that

EndA(B)ZDr2 u r3 ■■•
u r, ur,.
On the other hand, B is right A-projective by Proposition 1.6. Hence, we have a
contradiction to Corollary 1.9. Thus, we have proved that for every maximal

idempotent ideal C¡, EndA(C¡)#A^ EndA(C(). Let M¡ he a maximal ideal in A
containing C¡ and C, = /(M;) = M). Then EndA(M;) = Tj and EndA(Jv/,)= r;+1
by Lemma 5.2. Since CjTj = Tp MjTj —rp Let JVbe the radical of A. Then
JV=f]jMj
and A zoMj-yTj 2 JVT, 2 MPlMP2 - Mp„.2 M^yMfT-M^
MP2
■■■Mp^2Mj_y. Therefore, ta(JV) 2 Y.iMy—M^lMi+y-Mn + N = A. Similarly, we have ta(JV) = A. Therefore, JV is inversible, and hence, A is hereditary

by Lemma 3.6.
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Corollary
5.4. Let Abe an order such that A contains precisely two maximal
ideals. If every maximal order containing A is left A-projective, then A is
hereditary.
Proof. Let Q be a maximal order containing A. Then there are no orders
between £2 and A, and hence, A is hereditary by the theorem.
In the contrast with Lemma 3.6, we have
Corollary
A-projective,

5.5. If every (fractional)
then A is hereditary.

idempotent ideal with respect to Ais left

Proof. We assume that A has n maximal ideals. Then first we shall show
that there exist precisely n maximal orders £2, containing A and A = [~| £2,. Let
{Q1;Q2, •■•,ÍL} be the set of maximal orders containing A, and C, = C(£2). Since
the C,'s are minimal idempotent, r ^ n. If r < n, there exists a minimal idempotent ideal C^C, for all i ^ r. Then EndA(C) is contained in some £2n(¡)= EndA(C¡).

Hence, C 2 D(EndA(C,)) = ta(C,) = C, by Proposition 1.6. It is clear that

C(p|n,)2

ZC¡ = A, and hence, A=P)£2¡. Let D = Z/J/C,;

is left A-projective, A ^ EndA(D) cpj^End^C,-).
corollary by induction on n with Theorem 5.3.

then since D

Therefore, we can prove the

6. Two-sided ideals with respect to an /¡-order. In this section, we shall study
a group structure of the set of two-sided (fractional) ideals with respect to an
/¡-order A.
For this purpose, we quote the following definition (cf. [7, p. 76]):
Definition. For two-sided ideals A, B the product ,4B is called a characteristic

product, if A' 2 A, £' 2 B and AB = A'B'; then A' = A and B' = B for any
ideals A' and B'.
Let A be an ideal with respect to an /¡-order A. Then Qx = EndrA(A) and
£22= EndAG4) are /¡-orders containing A, and AA~l =QX, A~1A = £22. Let B
be another ideal. If £22= EndA(B), then AB is a characteristic product. Because,

if A' 2 A and B' 2 B and A'B' = AB, then AB ç A'B ç A'B' and hence,
AB = A'B. Therefore, A' = A'BB'1 = AQ.2= A. Conversely, if AB is characteristic, then AQ2B —AB and hence, Q2B = B, which implies £22s EndA(£).
Similarly, we have £222 End'A(B)(cf. [2, p. 182, Theorem 4.51]).
Now, let A be an /¡-order over a discrete, rank one valuation ring, which has
n-maximal two-sided ideals in A. Let Q"_J (J = 0,1, •■-,»—1; i = 1,2), —, ("•)
be the set of orders containing A, and £2f_Jhas n—j maximal two-sided ideals in
£2"~J. By G""-7 we denote the set of two-sided fractional ideals A with respect

to A such that EndrAL4)= Çî"~J, and EndAL4)= Q.„~J.Then for A e G^J,
BeGp~'v/e have the characteristic product ABeG"~J if t = j and m = p; if not
then AB is not characteristic. Let A be an ideal with respect to A. Since EndA(y4)
and Endx(A) belong to the same type and hence, A belongs to some G""-7. Conversely, since £21n_-'and£2^_Jbelong to the same type, there exists an ideal B that
BeG¡-J.
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Theorem 6.1. Let A be an h-order over a discrete, rank one valuation ring
R in 2. Let Q"^/, G"~J be as above. Then the set of two-sided fractional
ideals
with respect to A is a groupoidi5) with G"~J and Q"~J as unit element with
respect to characteristic product. Furthermore, Gr¡~¡Jis a cyclic group generated

by the radical N¡"~J)of (XT*.
Proof. We have observed the first half in the above. We denote G"/J,
Qnyj by G,Q. G is, by Lemma 1.1, the set of two-sided ideals with respect to
Q such that x'niA) = xraiA) = Q. Hence, it consists of inversible ideals with respect
to Í2. Therefore, G is a group. We denote JV,("~J)by JV.Then Ne G by Theorem
5.3. Let A e G such that A s A and A $ JV.We assume that R is complete. Then
there exists an idempotent element e in A + JV, and hence, e 6 p| iA + JV)"
çp| iA + N") = A. Therefore, A" is idempotent for some n. If R is not complete,
then we can use the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Since A" e G,
A = Q. We have proved that JV is a maximal two-sided integral ideal in G. For
any integral ideal B in G, we can find an integer t such that JV' 2 B and JVt+' $ B.
Then since N^'Bi^ Q) is not contained in JV, N~~'B= Q. Therefore, B = JV'.
7. //-orders over a Dedekind ring. In the previous sections, we have studied
n-orders over a discrete, rank one valuation ring. Now, in this section, we shall
deduce properties of n-orders over a Dedekind domain from results in the previous
sections.
Let R he a Dedekind domain with field of quotients K and 2 a central simple
/C-algebra. Let Ty and T2 be orders containing an ñ-order A over R, and QL a
maximal order containing Ty. Let d = Cr2(Fj) nR = {x | eR, TyX £ T2} and
c = CiQy)nR; then we have d 2 c. By using prime factors pl5 —,pr of c, we
obtain a multiplicative system S = R —(px \j---\j pr) in R. Then ds = Cr (rls)

nRs¿

Rs if d # R. Hence, if Ty $ T2, then T1S $ r2S. On the other hand,

let I" be an order over Rs containing As. Then T' = HomAs(£',£')

for an idem-

potent ideal £' in As. Let £ = £' n A, then T = HomA(£,£) is an order containing A such that Ts = T'.
It is clear by Theorem 1.7 that C(Q) is a minimal idempotent ideal in A and
that the set {pl5 —,pr} does depend only on A, not on P_. We say that the p¡'s

belong to A.
Summarizing the above observation, we have
Proposition 7.1. Let A be an h-order over a Dedekind domain R in 2, and let
the set {p/s belong to A. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between
orders over R containing A and orders over Rs containing As, which preserves
the inclusion, where S = R —(p,u ••• upr).

(5) See [7, p. 76, Satz 14].
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From this proposition, we may restrict ourselves to the case where R is a
semi-local Dedekind domain with maximal ideals px, •■■,pT.Furthermore, we
may assume, by the above argument, that Ap. is not maximal for each p,. For
a while we assume R is semi-local. Let « and N be the radicals of R and A, respectively; then A/N = A/N ®RR/n = A/N ®RR/px © ••• © A/N ®RR/pr, and

A/N ®RR/pt = Ap./Np.. On the other hand, we have Â = A ®RÊ = A®RRP¡
© ••• © A ®R kpi and A/N = K/Ñ-A/N
®R RPl© - © A/N ®R Rpr = Ap¡/NPi
®k^p, ©■••© APr/JVPr®R RPr, where R and the Rp are completions of R and
Rp with respect to « and pRp, respectively. Let A be a nonzero idempotent ideal
in A; then the ((A + N)"¡Ñ) ® Rp. are nonzero ideals in Ap./NPi ® RPi. Conversely, if we take nonzero ideals C- in A/N ® Rpt for each i, we can find idempotent ideals C¡ in Ap. such that C¡ = C-mod Ñp¡. Hence, C= ]%mlCt is an
idempotent ideal in A such that C + Ñ=I,C¡
(= C). However, since Â/C
= £AP¡/C¡, A/C satisfies the minimal condition, C" is idempotent and
C'n + Ñ = C + Ñ for some «. Since C ? Ñ, there exists an ideal A in A such
that Â = C. Hence, A" is idempotent and Âp. = C\ mod Ñp.. Therefore, by Lemma 2.4, there is a one-to-one correspondence between idempotent ideals in A and
ideals A in A/N such that Ap.JNp. ^ (0) for all p¡. Furthermore, from the assumption that the Ap.'s are not maximal, every ApJNp. is not a simple ring.
We shall come back again to the case where R is a Dedekind domain (not
necessarily semi-local).
Let {px, •••,pr} be the set of prime ideals in R which belong to an «-order A.
For the set S¡ = R —p¡, by p(i) we denote the number of two-sided ideals P¡}
which is a maximal ideal among the set of two-sided ideals A such that A n S¡ = <p.
Then we have a one-to-one correspondence between maximal ideals in As., and
Ptj. Hence, p(i) is the number of simple components of Ap./Np¡ which is a finite
integer ^ 2. Furthermore, it is clear by Theorem 1.7 that for the conductor C
of a maximal order containing A, we obtain uniquely a simple component
Cp + Np/Np of Ap/Np for each p and conversely. Similarly, for the conductor C
of a minimal order containing A, we can find uniquely a prime ideal p in R and a

maximal ideal Âp in Ap/JVpsuch that C'p+ Np/Np = Ap and C'q+ Nq/Nq =Aq/Nq

if pïq.
Using the above observations and Proposition 3.1 we have a generalization
of Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 7.2. Let A be an h-order over a Dedekind domain R in E. Let
p(i) (i = l,"-,r) be as above. Then there are precisely n,p(i) maximal order
Q¡ containing A and 2^¡p(i) minimal orders T¡ ¡ (i = 1, •••, r; j = 1, •■•,p(ï)), containing A. For an order T (3. A), we have a unique expression of r:T =

Uf-iUk-f*0

r'Jk, and for order V (2 A), V = f^Q; («of necessarily unique)

where Q¡ runs through all maximal orders containing A. Consequently,
number of orders containing A is equal to Y\¡=x (2pi,) — 1).

the
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Let Cy and C2 be idempotent ideals in A, then we shall say that Cy and C2
belong to the same type if Clp + Np/Np and C2p + Np/Np have the same number
of simple components for each p.

If F = [J {JT¡ Jkl and C = C(r), then C + N/N is isomorphic to a unique decomposition: 2i-i ZmTi1 Â,,jm + Zf=s+i Ap,/JVp„ where J',^ is a simple component of Apl/Npl. We call F an sth order.
If T is a 1st order, then we have the same situation as in the previous section.
Therefore, we can prove the following theorem by induction on s as in the proof

of Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 7.3. Let A be as above, and Ty, T2 orders containing A. Then we
have the following equivalent conditions:
(1) Ty and T2 belong to the same type.
(2) rlp and T2p belong to the same type for each prime ideal p in R.
(3) CiTy) and C(r2) belong to the same type.
Finally, we consider a group structure of two-sided ideals with respect to A.
We use the following well-known lemma:
Lemma 7.4. Let E be a finitely generated R-module and A, B submodule
in E. Then we have iA : B)p = iAp : Bp) for every prime ideal p in R.

Lemma 7.5.

For each prime ideal p in R, there exists a two-sided ideal

Nip) such that Nip)p is the radical of Ap and Nip)q = Aq if p # q.
Proof. Let R(As)be the radical of A, and Nip)=R(AP) n A. Then Nip)p=R(Ap).
Furthermore, since Nip) 2 R(Ap) nAnR2pAnR
= p, JV(p)42p?= R, if p#g.
Thus, we have the following generalization of [7, p. 74, Satz 9].
Theorem 7.6. Let A be an h-order over a Dedekind domain R in 2. Then
the set of inversible two-sided ideals A with respect to A is an abelian group
which is a direct product of cyclic groups generated by Nip).

Proof.
It is clear that A is an inversible ideal if and only if
xliA) = xrAiA)= A. By Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, and Theorem 6.1, we have
TA(JV(p))= TA(JV(p))= A and hence, Nip) is inversible. Let A be an inversible
ideal with respect to A. Then Ap = RiAp)p(p)by Theorem 6.1, and the pip) are
equal to zero except a finite number of p. Hence, by Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5, we have
A = Y\NipY(p). Furthermore,

iNip)Niq))r

- iNiq)Nip))r

for every prime ideal r

in R. Thus, we prove the theorem.

Remark 3. We can construct a groupoid structure of two-sided ideals with
respect to A as in Theorem 6.1.
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